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Abstract. In this work we address the problem of automatically finding prereq-
uisite relations among learning materials in order to help instructional designers
to speed up the course building process. Ours is a data-driven approach, where a
(machine) learner is trained to classify predecessor/successor relationships, given
two didactic materials in a textual form. As the training set we use the learning
materials extracted from Coursera. A first evaluation shows promising results.
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1 Motivations, Goals and Related Work

Nowadays, Instructional Designers (IDs) can benefit of a huge source of learning ma-
terials from the Internet for the construction of Learning Units (LUs). Several Instruc-
tional Systems Design (ISD) models such as [2], [4], or [1] have been proposed to
speed up and manage the process of arranging courses, but all these models require
the ID to accomplish two main heavy steps: LUs building and LUs sequencing. The
high availability of freely reusable LUs, however, allows the IDs to lighten the LU
building task, so to focus on the sequencing problem. In such a context, uncovering
educational relationships between two given LUs is a task of growing significance, al-
lowing for a correct sequencing of the LUs for a new course. Our work addresses just
this problem: given two LUs, reduced to textual form, to check whether a relation-
ship of pre-requisite can exist between them. To accomplish this task, we followed a
classic Machine Learning approach running on the DAJEE dataset [5], a dataset com-
posed by the video transcripts of Coursera on-line courses. First, after having stemmed
the transcripts and aggregated them by concept, we extracted some relevant features.
Secondly, we annotated each set of transcripts, pertaining the same concept, by means
of the Wikipedia Miner Toolkit. As a result we obtained, for each set of transcripts,
a set of Wikipedia web pages, pertaining the same concept [3, 9, 11, 8, 10]. Then, we
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trained three binary learners: a decision tree, a naive-bayes and a multi-layer percep-
tron to inference whether a didactic relationship between the two LUs, both given in
input, does exist or not. The problem of LUs sequencing has been widely addressed in
literature. In [12] the sequencing engine is based on learner’s current knowledge state
and learning styles. Wikipedia offers a huge amount of open learning contents. Links,
categories and information in templates provide structured content that can be retrieved
from raw XML dumps. This makes it attractive for various research activities, such as
natural language analysis, processing and translation, and it is a source of inspiration
for educational activities (e.g.: [6]). Coursera is one of the largest platforms which hosts
MOOCs, and DAJEE [5] is a MySql DataBase4 built from the crawling of MOOCs
hosted on Coursera. The dataset stores the URLs of the resources in Coursera, with in-
formation about i) the resources, ii) the courses where they have been delivered, and iii)
the instructors who delivered them on Coursera. The resources delivered on Coursera
are mostly videos. Regarding the identification of pre-requisite relationships between
LUs, we found some correspondence in [13] and [14]. Recently, in [7], an early attempt
to exploit Wikipedia as a source of learning materials has been proposed.

2 The Relationship Uncovering Process

In very short terms we try and associate each Coursera Education Resource (CER), and
the related Concept, to a WikiPedia Topic (a web page), and then map back the concep-
tual pre-requisite relationships holding between two topics, onto the associated CERs
and concepts. The Relationship Uncovering Process goes as follows.
1. The CERs are grouped conceptwise.
2. On each group a procedure of text content extraction is performed. In this way each
concept C is associated to the (overall) transcript of the associated CER(s): txt(C).
3. A process of annotation is performed on each txt(C). Here when a binding be-
tween a concept C (represented by txt(C)) and a Wikipedia topic TC is verified through
Wikipedia Miner, we say that Binding(C,TC) = T RUE.
4. Then the process of features extraction takes place on the Binding database: for each
couple < C,C′ > of concepts the actual feature values are computed and stored. Here
also the Expected feature values are stored for each couple. So the Instance database is
the coupling point between the Relationships Uncovering Process, described here, and
the analysis/evaluation stage, described in the next section. Moreover, we observe that:
1. Given two topics, TC and TC′ , when the former is more general (less specific) than the
latter, it is also more likely to contain a longer textual description than the latter.
2. When a topic TC makes reference to other topics {TC′ ,TC′′, . . .} at the same time, we
may well hypothesize that C is more general a concept than the {C′,C′′, . . .}.
3. The occurrence of concepts can be determined by the nouns occurring in the topic
extracted by a Part-of-speech tagger.
4. Considering the number of words in the first sections (description) of TC and TC′ ,
if the former is much greater than the latter, and there are intersections (on nouns and

4 DAJEE can be accessed publicly for research purposes only, following the authors’ approval.
Apply for it by filling in the form at http://144.6.235.142/dajee
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links) then it can be inferred that the CER(s) associated to TC is a pre-requisite of the
CER(s) associated to TC′ .

According to the previous observations, given a concept c and a set of related topics
Tc, we define the following features: average length of the topics, number of links in the
first section, average number of links in Tc, number of distinct nouns in Tc, cardinality of
the intersection between the sets of nouns appearing in the topics of TC and TC′ , average
word length of the first sections of the topics in Tc, measure of how the words used in
the links from T ′

C are corresponding to the nouns in TC.

3 Evaluation

Several classifiers were trained to select the best one, i.e., the one showing the highest
performance values in classifying the didactic relationships. For our experiments, we
used the following classifiers: Decision trees, Multilayer Perceptron and Naive Bayes.
In particular, we run two different supervised experiments, in order to verify the concept
domain independence of the trained machines. The training set was taken by the domain
of Philosophy and tested on the Machine Learning domain. The training set was formed
by a set of couples of LUs together with their related binary outputs, as usually done in a
supervised experiment. The binary outputs were set to YES or NO, standing YES for the
existence of prerequisite relationship between the two LUs and NO for its absence. The
results are shown in Tab. 1 for the prerequisite relationship presence and in Tab. 2 for
the relationship absence, using the classic classification parameters: Recall, Precision,
F1 measure and the K statistics. The results show the multi-layer perceptron as the most
promising (machine) learner. It was composed by 15 input neurons, one for each feature
explained in Section 2, 2 binary output neurons and 8 hidden neurons, with one hidden
layer. All these results strengthen our expectation, i.e., it will be possible to obtain a
general machine learner, able to generalize in different knowledge domains to help a
teacher irrespectively of the course domain as well.

Table 1. The results of the Test. Training and testing for discovering prerequisite relationship
between two LUs.

Classifier Precision Recall F1 K
Naive Bayes 0.6 0.977 0.743 0.6

Decision Tree 0.335 0.974 0.498 0.004
Multi-Layer Perceptron 0.792 0.977 0.875 0.81

In this paper we proposed a novel approach to the discovery of didactic relation-
ships among learning materials, expressed in textual form. We presented a data-driven
Machine Learning approach, where, given two LUs in textual format, a binary classifi-
cation (YES/NO) is produced, stating if a relationship of pre-requisite could exist. As
the training set we used a subset of the courses in the Coursera repository and finally,
different learners were trained and tested on different test sets with promising results.As
of future work, we plan to test our approach on a broader test set and on different learn-
ing domains.
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Table 2. The results of the test. Training and testing for discovering the relationship absence
between two LUs.

Classifier Precision Recall F1 K
Naive Bayes 0.983 0.67 0.797 0.6

Decision Tree 0.708 0.032 0.061 0.004
Multi-Layer Perceptron 0.987 0.872 0.926 0.81
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